Are you looking to add testing for Pulse Oxygen Systems?
Are you committed to improving your efficiency while testing?

The AMI **Pulse Oxygen Test Systems**: Newer aircrafts such as the Boeing 787 now use pulse oxygen delivery systems to supply oxygen to passengers. These products cannot be properly tested with the older continuous flow manual test systems. Instead, start your pulse oxygen test services with AMI’s automatic Pulse Oxygen Test Systems. The tester pictured on the left tests PCB’s, the one on the right tests modules. These unique capabilities facilitate accurate and timely testing, provide ease of use and supports up to a six port system.

**System Features**
- Automated Testing
- User Programmable
- Stored Test Programs
- Digital Interface to Product
- Simulates Inhalation
- Measures Volume of Oxygen Delivered

**System Tests**
- Modules
- PCB’s
- Valves
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